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 The Windows 7 user manual has been updatednThe application now supports changing the icons of shortcuts with the Selector bar (SHIFT + CTRL + ARROW).The application supports downloading a TAR.GZ compressed file with both WU and AU buttons. The icons will be changed to the selected theme.The application supports downloading a DMG compressed file with both WU and AU
buttons. The icons will be changed to the selected theme.The application supports downloading a WDL compressed file with both WU and AU buttons. The icons will be changed to the selected theme.Added, in the Advanced screen, a new option in the “Plug-in Load Order”, according to the System language (if the configuration is for a specific language).The application now supports downloading a
TAR.GZ compressed file with both WU and AU buttons. The icons will be changed to the selected theme.The application now supports downloading a DMG compressed file with both WU and AU buttons. The icons will be changed to the selected theme.Added, in the Advanced screen, a new option in the “Plug-in Load Order”, according to the System language (if the configuration is for a specific

language).Added, in the Advanced screen, a new option in the “Plug-in Load Order”, according to the System language (if the configuration is for a specific language).Added, in the Advanced screen, a new option in the “Plug-in Load Order”, according to the System language (if the configuration is for a specific language).Added, in the Advanced screen, a new option in the “Plug-in Load Order”,
according to the System language (if the configuration is for a specific language).Added, in the Advanced screen, a new option in the “Plug-in Load Order”, according to the System language (if the configuration is for a specific language).Added, in the Advanced screen, a new option in the “Plug-in Load Order”, according to the System language (if the configuration is for a specific language).Added,

in the Advanced screen, a new option in the “Plug-in Load Order”, according to the System language (if the configuration is for a specific language).Added, in the Advanced screen, a new option in the “Plug-in Load Order”, according to the System language (if the configuration is for a specific language).Added, in 82157476af
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